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Survey all lots

# Lot Object Start price
1 643 Violin $ 400

2 644 Watercolor “Bavarian church with mountains, 1908” $ 200

3 645 (Oil) Painting “Mountain goats in the Alps”, 1924 $ 350

4 646 Top hat $ 400

5 647 Oil painting  “Farm house and mountains” $ 200

6 648 Watercolor “Apollo touching the sun” $ 350

7 649 Pencil drawing, “Portrait Gustaff Kubirick”, 1908 $ 250

8 650 (Oil) Painting “Woman in white dress”, 1908 $ 450

9 651 (Oil) Painting “Sunflowers in vase”, 1908 $ 350

10 658 Pencil drawing “Kaiser Wilhelm II”, 1915 $ 275

11 659 Pencil drawing  (probably) “Heinrich Hoffmann”, 1923 $ 275

12 660 Pencil drawing “Soldiers in tent”, 1923 $ 275

13 & 14 661 Two pencil drawings, portraits (1906 and 1907) $ 275

15 & 16 662 Two pencils drawings, portraits (1908) $ 275

17 & 18 663 Two pencils drawings, portraits $ 275

664 Pencil drawing, “Eva Braun” (selfportrait) $ 700

19 665 Watercolor, “King Ludwig II”, 1908 $ 500

20 666 Oil painting, “Bavarian farm/landscape”, “1924” $ 275

21 667 Watercolor, “Bavarian winter landscape”, “1907” $ 275

22 668 Pencil sketch, trees, mountains, buildings $ 275

23 & 24 669 Two pencil sketches $ 275

25 670 Pencil sketch, “Man” $ 275

26 671 Pencil sketch country mountain landscape, “1909” $ 275

27 672 Drawing, “Grain silo', “1912” $ 275

28 & 29 673 Two pencil sketches, flowers in vases , “1913” $ 375

30-32 674 Three watercolor cards $ 375

33 675 Oil painting, “portrait of young women”, “1932”. $ 475

676 Withdrawn [photo not shown in catalog]

34 677 Pencil sketch, “Roman scene”, “1907” $ 275

35 678 Pencil sketch of farm yard, “1908” $ 275

36 679 Pencil sketch, nude  man, “1908” $ 275

37 & 38 680 Two pencil sketches of women, “1908” $ 275

39 681 Pencil drawing, nude woman, “1908(?)” $ 275
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40 682 Pencil portrait of elderly woman, “1908” $ 275

41 683 Pencil drawing of nude woman, “1908” $ 275

42 684 NSDAP organizational chart by Hitler, “1925” $ 275

43 685 Pencil drawing, family tree $ 275

44-45 686 Pencil drawing, German and Austrian Emperors, plus 
second drawing.

$ 275

46 687 Watercolor city scene with trees, “1913” $ 275

47 688 Pencil sketch of Landsknecht, “1908” $ 190

48 689 Watercolor of a residential area, “1913” $ 275

49 690 Pencil sketch, woman, “1908” $ 275

50 691 Pencil sketch, three nudes, “1907” $ 275

51 692 Watercolor, Bavarian countryside with stream”, “1905” $ 275

693 [same as 687] $ 275

52 694 Watercolor, castle ruins, “1914?” $ 275

53 695 Architectural sketch, “1908” $ 275

54 696 Watercolor, Neuschwanstein castle, “1908” $ 275

55 697 Pencil sketch of church in Braunau am Inn, “1915” $ 275

698 Paper with 5 pencil sketches of Hitler, signed “Eva Braun” $ 275

56-58 699 Three pencil sketches religious figures, “1908/1909” $ 275

59 700 Pencil sketch of hussar $ 275

60 701 Watercolor, ancient stone gate $ 275

61 702 Watercolor, country mountain landscape with lake, “1925” $ 275

62 703 Watercolor, King Ludwig II in a boat, “1908” (?) $ 275

63 704 Painting lakeside Bavarian home, “1911” $ 275

64 705 Oil painting middle agede man, “1914” $ 275

65 706 Painting lakeside Bavarian town with trees $ 275

66 707 Painting lakeside Bavarian home, “1907” $ 275
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Introduction

On September  21,  2020 Thies  Military  Auctions,  LLC1,  the  US division of  the
German auction house Andreas Thies2, will auction hundreds of lots containing
numerous  Nazi  militaria  and  memorabilia.3 Among  these  are  sixty-six  lots
consisting of oil paintings, watercolors, drawings, sketches, a top hat and a violin,
all  attributed  to  Hitler,  all  from  the  collection  of  Wolfgang  Schulze  von
Mertschinsky.

This  is  the  second  time  Thies  Military  Auctions  offers  “Hitlers”  from  the
collection of Schulze von Mertschinsky. The first portion (forty-seven lots) was
auctioned on April 16, 2020.4

 
Explicit reference to the seizure of fake Hitlers in Germany, 2019

The auction house remarks at every lot:

“There  has  been  much  controversy  and  confusion  regarding  the
authenticity  of  Hitler  paintings  recently  which  has  resulted  in  the
confiscation  of  fake  or  dubious  works  offered  as  originals  by  the
German police. We therefore do not wish to express an opinion on the
paintings  and  drawings  offered  in  this  auction  and  sell  them  as
“attributed  to  Adolf  Hitler”  which  means  that  authorship  cannot  be
guaranteed even if  the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler's signature.
The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works and
some  might  well  be  originals.  However  due  to  the  accuracy  of
reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of
the pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and
have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly. ”

  
In 2019 the police in Berlin, Nuremberg and München seized 67 alleged Hitler
paintings, drawings and sketches, after the police forces were alerted about the
fraudulent nature of these works.5  After the seizures the trade in fake Hitlers in
1 Based in Fredericksburg, VA, USA.
2 Auktionshaus Andreas Thies eK. Steingaustrasse 18, 73230 Kirchheim unter Teck, Baden-Württemberg, Germany.. 

https://www.andreas-thies.de/ 
3 Thies Auctions Online Summer Auction 10. Invaluable.com, 21-09-2020.    

https://www.invaluable.com/catalog/09p7hekfmm
4 See: Report on the 47 alleged 'Hitlers' from the Schulze von Mertschinsky collection auctioned by Thies Military 

Auctions, Fredericksburg, USA, April 16, 2020. Droog Magazine, Eenrum, 16-06-2020.
https://www.droog-mag.nl/hitler/2020/report-on-auction-of-hitlers-from-schulze-von-mertschinsky-collection.pdf

5 The confiscations happened at Auktionhaus Kloss, Berlin, Januari 24, 2019 (3 'Hitlers); Auktionjaus Weidler, 
Nuremberg, February 9, 2019 (63 'Hitlers') and Hermann Historica, München, May 24, 2019 (1 'Hitler'). 
See: Jaap van den Born & Bart FM Droog. Auction 2019. The Hitler Forgery Industry. Droog Magazine, Eenrum, 
June 18, 2019.  http://www.droog-mag.nl/hitler/2019/auctions.html 
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Germany came – for the time being? – to a standstill, as auctioneers and owners
feared confiscation.

Wolfgang Schulze von Mertschinsky

Wolfgang Schulze von Mertschinsky was an American/German 'antiques dealer',
operating from the mid 1960's until circa 2000. He was the American agent of
Konrad Kujau, the notorious German forger.

Photo, advertisement and door shield of Schulze von Mertschinsky, offered in lot 658 with a
pencil drawing allegedly made by Hitler. 

Little is known about Schulze, except that he had lived in Stuttgart (Germany),
San Francisco and Miami. He was active as a militaria trader from mid 1960's
until late 1990's.  As far as is known he was once interviewed, by Gitta Sereny of
the Sunday Telegraph. She wrote:

“I established that unbound versions of Hitler diaries from Kujau were
for sale in the United States early in 1976. Both his one-time lawyer in

And: press about the seizures:  http://www.droog-mag.nl/hitler/2019/press.html 
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Stuttgart, Peter Stöckicht, and his 'patron', a German-born US citizen
now living in Florida, Wolfgang Schulze, confirmed to me that they saw
and handled them, and thought them authentic. Indeed, Schulze says
that some of the diaries were sold, though he refuses to say to whom.”6

The American militaria critical collector W.C. (Bill) Stumps exposed Schulze von
Mertschinsky as a swindler. In 2003 Stumps remarked about Schulze, whom he
called “Schulz Wolfgang von Merchenski”:
 

“I met this dealer years ago and he had a home in German and one here
in the States. He had many fine original items and worked with "Dr."
Peter  Bauer  [=  Peter  Breuer]  super  tailor  who  made  most  of  the
uniforms now in collections from his costume studio in Munich. They
were two crooked old characters who laughed all the way to the bank
as they deposited their profits from the suckers and fake mongers who
sold their wares until they passed across the bar in the late 70's. I bet
old Schultz will get a big chuckle when some sucker pays $40K or more
in a few weeks for his post war "art work".”7 

Konrad Kujau

The German militaria dealer and forger Konrad Kujau (1938-2000) has became
famous because of his fake Hitler diaries.8

 
Faking diaries was only one of his forging activities: he produced numerous fake
Hitler  paintings,  drawings  and  sketches,  as  well  as  letters,  documents  and
objects  allegedly  originating  from  Hitler  or  other  high  ranking  Nazis.  

The imitation Hitler texts handwritten by Kujau are very easy to recognize – he
used much open space between the words, to give a text more volume. And in
many cases he 'enriched' drawings and sketches with these texts, making them
easy recognizable as a Kujau fake.
 
The Hitler signatures made by Kujau are also easy recognizable. Many times he
didn't bother to produce authentic looking ones.

“Nazi” documents originating from Kujau have many times brown stains, which
he created by using tea, to make these document look old.

6 Gitta Sereny. The German Trauma: Experiences and Reflections 1938-2001. Penguin Books, London, 2000.
7 W.C. Stumps. Wehrmacht Awards Forum, 10-04-2003.

https://www.wehrmacht-awards.com/forums/showthread.php?t=33936 
8 The best account about the Hitler diaries scam is written by Robert Harris: Selling Hitler. Faber & Faber, London, 

1986. Anno 2020 the book is still in print and avalaible as e-book..
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Fake versus forgery

Many of the 'Hitler' artworks produced by Kujau are pure fantasy products, as
they  are  not  imitations  of  existing  authentic  works.  He  simply  produced
whatever his customers would accept to believe. And these customers, blinded
by  their  fascination  for  any  alleged  Hitler  related  object,  accept  almost
everything with Hitler's name on it as authentic.

Hitler's style

Andreas Thies states, in all description of the lots described in this report:

“Hitler's style was very calculated when representing architecture in
his  paintings.  Instead  of  progressing  in  his  artistic  influence,  his
works copied the artists of the nineteenth century and other masters
preceding  him.  He  claimed  to  be  the  synthesis  of  many  artistic
movements  but  drew primarily  from Greco Roman classicism,  the
Italian Renaissance and Neoclassicism. He liked the technical ability
of these artists, as well as the understandable symbolism. Rudolf von
Alt was his greatest teacher, as he called him. The two show similar
subject  matter  and  use  of  color,  but  Alt  displays  fantastical
landscapes  giving  equal  if  not  more  attention  to  nature  and  the
surrounding environment than to the architecture.” 

Hitler  had  no  style,  he  merely  copied  existing  postcards  from  Viennese  and
Munich buildings to sell to framemakers, without caring who made the originals.

He never claimed to be a synthesis of artistic movements and never called Rudolf
von Alt his greatest teacher: He explicitly stated in Mein Kampf that the works he
made during this period had no artistic value: “I did not live to paint, I painted
for a living”.9

Go to index

9 “So lebte ich ja nicht, um malen zu können, sondern malte, um mir dadurch nur die Möglichkeit meines Lebens zu 
sichern.”- Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, Zentralverlag der NSDAP, München, edition 1943 [first edition 1925], page 
139. 
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Description and photos by auctioneer

643 – Violin
Description by auctioneer: “This 
violin is attributed to the Adolf Hitler 
estate attributed to Adolf Hitler, is from 
the extensive collection of Mr. Schulze 
von Mertschinsky. Mr. Mertschinsky 
collected a great number of Hitler 
paintings and other items in his 40 
years as an active collector. Please see 
the other lots with his paintings. Violin 
shows light wear/age and shows NO 
damage and is fully functional. This lot 
is from the Schulze von Mertschinsky 
collection.” 

Start price $ 400.  
Sold for $ 400 (plus fees).

Comment: Wolfgang Schulze von Mertschinsky was the American agent of the 
notorious German forger Konrad Kujau. Kujau is known to have upgraded rather 
worthless oblects with bogus Certificates of Authenticity, typed on letters 
allegedly originating fron Nazi organizations.

The strange way of how this work is attributed to Hitler (his estate or the 
person?) is typical of all these attributions: there not a shred of evidence this 
violin was ever possessed by Hitler. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler
paintings recently which has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the 
German police. We therefore do not wish to express an opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this 
auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship cannot be guaranteed even if 
the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the 
authenticity and authorship of the pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced 
them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential buyers to make up their own opinion and bid 
accordingly.”
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The document accompanying this violin looks very similar to Kujau's fake CoA's. 
The lacquer seal on the document is a typical over the top forger's way of 
convincing the gullible of the authenticity of the object. 
 
But other forgers have copied this way of upgrading objects too. So, unless the 
document is forensically researched, there's no way of telling if this is a Kujau 
contraption or the work of another forger.     

Source: 
https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-643-c-e4348cfbb7

Go to Survey all lots | index
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644 – Watercolor “Bavarian church with mountains”.

Description by auctioneer: 
“Watercolor painting features 
Bavarian Church with mountains. 
Painting shows NO rips or tears 
and measures 10" x 8". Lower 
right corner features Adolf 
Hitler's and is dated 1908. Adolf 
Hitler attributed, from the 
Schulze von Mertschinsky 
collection.“

Start price $ 200. 
Sold for $ 200 (plus fees).

Comment: The signature and 
date prove that this work is a fake,
as Hitler never signed with “Adolf 
Hitler”, and he produced no made 
no watercolors in 1908. 

Comment: Wolfgang Schulze von Mertschinsky was the American agent of the 
notorious German forger Konrad Kujau. 

Further research is needed to check if this work was made by Kujau or by 
another forger. 

Comment by Andreas Thies: “Hitler's style was very calculated when 
representing architecture in his paintings. Instead of progressing in his artistic 
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influence, his works copied the artists of the nineteenth century and other 
masters preceding him. He claimed to be the synthesis of many artistic 
movements but drew primarily from Greco Roman classicism, the Italian 
Renaissance and Neoclassicism. He liked the technical ability of these artists, as 
well as the understandable symbolism. Rudolf von Alt was his greatest teacher, 
as he called him. The two show similar subject matter and use of color, but Alt 
displays fantastical landscapes giving equal if not more attention to nature and 
the surrounding environment than to the architecture.”

Comment on this: Hitler had no style, he merely copied existing postcards from 
Viennese and Munich buildings to sell to framemakers, without caring who made
the originals. 

Hitler never claimed to have been a synthesis of artistic movements and never 
named Rudolf von Alt as his greatest teacher: He explicitly stated in Mein Kampf 
that the works he made during this period had no artistic value: “I did not live to 
paint, I painted for a living”.“ 

Comment by Andreas Thies: “Some of the paintings listed in our auction are 
featured in the 1983 book "Adolf Hitler als Maler und Zeichner" (Adolf Hitler as 
Painter and Illustrator) by Billy F. Price, Dr. August Priesack and Peter Jahn., 
Gallant Verlag AG, Switzerland.”

Comment on this: The book mentioned by Thies is better known as a catalog of 
forgeries and fakes. See: 
https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/niod/price.html#en

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler
paintings recently which has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the 
German police. We therefore do not wish to express an opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this 
auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship cannot be guaranteed even if 
the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the 
authenticity and authorship of the pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced 
them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential buyers to make up their own opinion and bid 
accordingly.”

Source: 
https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-644-c-
966416aaea

Go to Survey all lots | index
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645 – (Oil) Painting “Mountain goats in the Alps”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Framed "shadow box" style 
painting features mountain goats 
in the alps. Painting shows NO 
rips or tears to canvas and 
measures 13" x 12" (with frame). 
Lower frame features dedication 
and Hitler signature.“

Start price $ 350.

Comment: The work itself  and 
the  signature prove that this 
work is a fake. Hitler never made 
oil paintings and never signed 
with “Adolf Hitler”. 

On the upper part of the frame the year “1924” is painted. Another indication 
that this work is a fake, as all Hitlers watercolors were made in 1906 and 1910-
1914.  

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the 
authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which has resulted in the confiscation of fake or 
dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express 
an opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed 
to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art 
bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed 
works and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we 
cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the pieces from the Mertschinsky - 
Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all 
potential buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

Source:
https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-645-c-6d946c9a93

Go to Survey all lots | index
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646 – Top Hat

Description by auctioneer: 
“Quality top hat features maker 
mark to the inside. Comes with 
attached tag from the NSDAP 
central office claiming that this
 is indeed, the top hat belonging 
to Adolf Hitler.“

Start price $ 400.
Sold for $ 475 (plus fees).

Comment: The fourth alleged 
Hitler top hat that emerged in the 
past two years, and again not a 
shred of evidence that it was once
worn by Hitler. 
 
The lacquer and the letter point 
to Konrad Kujau or one of his 
copycats. 

Conclusion: Possibly a top hat produced before May 1945. But no solid evidence
linking it to Hitler. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

Source: https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-646-c-
fb447b9840

Go to Survey all lots | index
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647 – Oil painting  “Farm house and mountains”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Framed painting features 
country scene with farm house 
and mountains. Painting shows 
NO rips or tears to canvas and 
measures 15" x 18" (with frame). 
Lower right hand corner features 
Hitler signature and date.“

Start price $ 200.
Sold for $ 300 (plus fees).

Comment: Dated “1914”. The 
work itself  and the  signature 
prove that this work is a fake. 
Hitler never made oil paintings 
and never signed with “Adolf 
Hitler”. 

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  
Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

Source: https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/olf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mertsc-647-c-
57f4de7be5

Go to Survey all lots | index
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648 – Watercolor “Apollo touching the sun”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Watercolor painting features 
Apollo the sun god touching the 
earth. Painting shows NO rips or 
tears and measures 12" x 9" 
(without matting). Included is a 
reproduction letter of 
authenticity from the NSDAP. 
Lower right hand corner features 
Hitler signature and date 1908.“

Start price $ 350.
Sold for $ 400 (plus fees).

Comment: Dated “1908”. The 
date  and the  signature prove
 that this work is a fake. Hitler 
made no watercolors in 1908
and never signed his artworks 
with “Adolf Hitler”. 

The accompanying CoA points to 
Konrad Kujau or one of his 
copycats.

See next page.
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The work is a bad copy of a world famous colored in etch by William Blake, “The 
Ancient of Days”, frontispiece to Europe: a Prophecy (1794).10

With thanks to Stefan Koldehoff, who identified the original.

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mertschins-648-c-d2644c7a44

10 The depicted ones is from copy K, in the collection of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe_a_Prophecy#/media/File:Europe_a_Prophecy_copy_K_plate_01.jpg
See also:  Europe: a prophecy, British Museum, London. 
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/P_1859-0625-72
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649 – Pencil drawing, “Portrait Gustaff Kuberick”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil drawing features 
depiction of Gustaff Kuberick. 
Drawing shows NO rips or tears 
and measures 11" x 13". Lower 
right hand corner features Hitler 
signature and date 1908.“

Start price $ 250.

Comment: This allegedly is 
August Kubizek, the youth friend 
of Hitler. The signature proves 
that the work is a fake. Hitler 
signed never with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Whoever the depicted man is, it is certainly not the young August Kubizek (born 
1888) who looked as a youngster rather different: 

Thies' Kubizek, “1908” August Kubizek, 1907 August Kubizek, ca. 1906
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A further indication of the false nature of the handwritten text is this:

On top, authentic Hitler handwriting, 1906. Source: postcard from the collection 
Kubizek. Bottom: the alleged Hitler handwriting on the Thies USA drawing.  The 
forger has apparently used the handwritten words on the postcard as an 
example.  

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler, and definitely not 
depicting August Kubizek. The quality of the drawing is rather good, ruling out 
Kujau as the maker.   The strange description by the auctioneer, “Gustaff 
Kuberick”, makes one wonder about the know how and qualifications of this 
auction house.  

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

Source: https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mertschins-649-c-
164460ab1e
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650 – (Oil) Painting “Woman in white dress”, 1908

Description by auctioneer: 
“Framed painting features women
in white dress and shows NO rips 
or tears to canvas and measures 
13" x 10" (with frame). Lower 
right hand corner features Hitler 
signature and date 1908.“

Start price $ 450.

Comment: The work itself, the  
signature and the dating prove 
that this work is a fake. Hitler 
made no paintings in 1908, he 
never made oil paintings and 
never signed with “Adolf Hitler”. 

And Hitler never painted portraits.  

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  
Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-650-c-4244a09aaf
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651 – (Oil) Painting “Sunflowers in vase”, 1908

Description by auctioneer: 
“Framed painting features 
sunflowers in vase. Painting 
shows NO rips or tears to canvas 
and measures 9" x 7" (with 
frame). Lower right hand corner 
features Hitler signature.”

Start price $ 350.
Sold for $ 500 (plus fees).

Comment: The work itself, the  
signature and the dating prove 
that this work is a fake. Hitler 
made no paintings in 1908, he 
never made oil paintings and 
never signed with “Adolf Hitler”. 
Hitler also never made any still life.

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  
Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-651-c-1ce47ea87a
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658 – Pencil drawing “Kaiser Wilhelm I”, 1915

Description by auctioneer: 
“Lot consists of pencil drawing
of Kaiser Wilhelm I with 
Garde du Corp helmet. 
Drawing shows NO rips or 
tears and measures 11" x 14". 
Drawing features Hitler 
dedication and signature in 
the lower right hand corner 
and is dated 1915. Included is 
a second pencil drawing 
measuring 11" x 14" featuring 
an officer with Hitler 
dedication and 1915 date. ”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a fake.
Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”.

The description “Kaiser 
Wilheml I” is strange, as 
“Kaiser Wilhelm II” is written 
underneath the drawing. 

Also strange is that the second pencil drawing isn't shown.

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  The bad style points to 
Kujau, but it could also be made by a Kujau copycat.  
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Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mertschins-658-c-f46477eb3c
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659 – Portrait of middle aged man.

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil drawing features 
portrait of middle aged man. 
Drawing shows NO rips or 
tears and measures 11" x 8". 
Lower right hand corner 
features Hitler signature and is
dated 1923. Included are two 
handwritten letters from Hitler
gifting this drawing to an 
acquaintance dated 1923.”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The signature 
seems to be a bad copy of the 
Hitler signature printed in 
Mein Kampf (1925).
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Text: 
“Nach einen Platten-Photographen von Heinrich Hoffmann. 
Es zeigt [unreadable] Heinrich Hoffmann selbst [?].”

Comment: Again, the description makes one wonder what the expertise is of the
person who wrote it. 

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  The bad style points to 
Kujau, but it could also be made by a Kujau copycat.  

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mertschins-659-c-e6b4d06b82
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660 – “Six WWI soldiers in bivouac”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil drawing features six 
WWI soldiers in bivouac 
scene. Drawing shows NO
 rips or tears and measures
 9" x 8". Lower right hand 
corner features Hitler 
signature and is dated 1923. 
Included is a handwritten 
letter from Hitler gifting this 
drawing to an acquaintance 
dated 1923.”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The signature 
seems to be a bad copy of the 
Hitler signature printed in 
Mein Kampf (1925).

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  The style points to 
Kujau, but it could also be made by a Kujau copycat.  

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-660-c-43e4af98f6
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661 – Two pencil drawings, portraits (1)

Description by auctioneer: 
“Lot consists of two unframed 
pencil portraits featuring 
middle-aged men, one 
measures 10" x 13" and the 
other measures 10" x 11 1/2". 
Both feature Adolf Hitler 
signature and are dated 1908 
to lower right hand corner.”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a fake. 
Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”.
Next to that, the year is “1907”, 
not “1908”.

Text, vertical on the left hand side. Apparently a name, date and “Adolf Hitler”.

According to the auctioneer's description, these two portraits are of middle- 
aged men, which is clearly not the case.  
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661 – portrait (2)

The year seems to be “1906”.

Text, vertical on the right hand side. Apparently a name, date (1906?) and “Adolf 
Hitler”.

Conclusion: Two works definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  True maker 
unknown.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-661-c-2ac462aaed
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662 – Two portraits of middle-aged men

Description by auctioneer: 
“Lot consists of two 
unframed pencil portraits 
featuring middle-aged men, 
one measures 10" x 13" and 
the other measures 10 1/2" x
12". Both feature Adolf Hitler
signature and are dated 1908
in the lower right hand 
corner.”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Conclusion: Two works definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  True maker 
unknown.
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662 – Portrait (2)

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Conclusion: Two works definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  True maker 
unknown.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-662-c-
b1a4b2b8c9
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663 – “Two portraits of older women”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Lot consists of two unframed 
pencil portraits featuring older 
women, one measures 10" x 13" 
and the other measures 12" x 
12". Both feature Adolf Hitler 
signature and are dated 1908 to 
lower right hand corner. ”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The signature proves
that this work is a fake. Hitler 
never signed his artworks with 
“Adolf Hitler”. 
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663 – Portrait of older woman (2)

Comment: Is this a woman or a 
man? 

Comment: The signature proves
that this work is a fake. Hitler 
never signed his artworks with 
“Adolf Hitler”. 

Conclusion: Two works definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  True maker 
unknown.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-663-c-7984b5e901
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664 – Drawing “Eva Braun”

Description by auctioneer:
“Unframed pencil sketch 
features portrait of Eva 
Braun, Hitler's companion 
and wife. Sketch shows NO 
rips or tears and measures 
9" x 12" and includes black 
mounted matting.”

Start price $ 700.

Signature

Accompanying note

Comment: In the auction catalog is stated that this work is attributed to Adolf 
Hitler. But the only one doing so is clearly the auctioneer, as this work is signed 
“Eva Braun”. It's a forged signature; apparently the forger wanted to create the 
impression this was a selfportrait.
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Conclusion: This drawing is a very bad copy of a famous Eva Braun photo:

    Eva Braun, 1930. Public domain.      Eva Braun, post 1945 drawing.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-664-c-e01454da0a
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665 – “Watercolor of Bavarian King Ludwig II”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed watercolor of Bavarian 
King Ludwig II in his "Mullusk" 
shaped boat at the Linderhof 
Palace. Watercolor shows NO rips 
or tears and measures 12" x 91/2". 
Lower right hand corner features 
ADOLF HITLER signature along 
with the date 1908.”

Start price $ 750.

Comment: Dated “1908”. The
 date  and the  signature prove
 that this work is a fake. Hitler 
made no watercolors in 1908
and never signed his artworks
 with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  True maker unknown.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-665-c-e7240faa8a
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666 – Oil painting Bavarian farm/landscape

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed oil with varnish 
painting shows Bavarian 
farm/landscape on hard stock 
canvas and shows NO damage
 and measures 18" x 20". Bottom
 of painting features ADOLF 
HITLER dedication along with 
1924.”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The work itself  and the  signature prove that this work is a fake. 
Hitler never made oil paintings and never signed with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-666-c-5394cb1b91
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667 – “Watercolor of Bavarian winter landscape', “1907”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed watercolor of 
Bavarian winter landscape 
shows NO rips or tears and 
measures 15" x 15". Lower 
right hand corner features 
ADOLF HITLER signature 
along with "for (presented) 
Christmas" to lower left 
hand corner.”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: Dated “1907”. The
 date  and the  signature prove
 that this work is a fake. Hitler 
made no watercolors in 1907
and never signed his artworks
 with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler.  True maker unknown.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-667-c-5274b6b988
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668 – Pencil sketch, town with castle, “1907”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil sketch features 
outskirts of town with 
castle in the distance 
shows NO rips or tears and 
measures 12" x 10". Lower 
right hand corner features 
Adolf Hitler signature 
along with "1907".”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Conclusion: A work definitely not made by Adolf Hitler. Also not a Kujau – the 
quality is to high for both of them. True maker unknown.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-668-c-64f407aa47
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669 – Two drawings

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil drawing of an 
overhead view of the Pariser 
Platz in Berlin. Drawing 
shows NO rips or tears and 
measure 13" x 7". Upper
 right hand corner features 
Adolf Hitler signature and is 
dated 1907. ”

Start price $ 275.
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Conclusion: No evidence at all that either work was made by Adolf Hitler. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-669-c-59a450982f
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670 –  Pencil portrait of full length nude man

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil portrait of full length 
nude man measures 12" x 
14" and features Adolf Hitler
signature in the lower right 
hand corner along with the 
date "1908". Left side of 
portrait features unreadable 
dedication and is also signed
"Adolf Hitler". ”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks  with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-670-c-f8c427c8ad
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671 – Pencil sketch country mountain landscape, “1909”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Matted pencil sketch features 
country mountain landscape 
showing NO rips or tears and 
measures 9" x 12 1/2" with 
matting. Lower right hand 
corner features Adolf Hitler 
signature along with "1909". 
Lower left hand corner has 
unreadable pencil dedication.”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks  with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-671-c-88744cdbd7
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672 – Drawing of a grain silo/farm, “1912”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed drawing of a grain 
silo/farm shows NO rips or 
tears and measures 12" x 9". 
Lower right hand corner 
features "A. Hitler" signature 
along with "1912".”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: Again a never 
before seen “Hitler“ signature. 
True maker unknown. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-672-c-cc84c2ca9d
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673 –  Two pencil sketches, flowers in vases, “1913” 

Description by auctioneer:
“Set of two pencil drawings 
of flowers in bowl featuring 
"Hitler, Adolf" signature to 
lower right hand corner
 with "1913" date. 
Drawings show NO rips or 
tears and measure 8" x 12" 
each.” 

Start price $ 375.

Comment: The  signatures 
prove  that these work are 
fakes. Hitler never signed his
artworks  with “Hitler 
Adolf”. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
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and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-673-c-442494babb
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674 – Three watercolors of flowers

Description by auctioneer:
“Set of three watercolors 
feature a variety of flowers 
and "Hitler, Adolf" signature 
to lower right hand corner 
with "1913" date. Drawings 
show NO rips or tears and 
measure 7 1/2" x 12" each. ”

Start price $ 375. 

Comment: The  signatures 
as well as the topic prove  
that these work are fakes. 
Hitler never painted flowers 
and never signed his 
artworks  with “Hitler 
Adolf”. 
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Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-674-c-f4b4058a38
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675 – Oil painting portrait of young women in green dress, “1932”.

Description by auctioneer: 
“Round oil painting portrait 
of young women in green 
dress. Portrait diameter 
measures 23" and features 
Hitler dedication and 
signature in the lower right 
hand corner and is dated 
1932. Reverse has applied 
handwritten dedication 
letter.”

Start price $ 475. 

Comment: Hitler made no 
oil paintings; he didn't paint 
portraits. This work must be 
made by an unknown artist. 
An unknown forger added a 
fake Hitler signature to it. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-675-c-0924a48ae2
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677 – Pencil sketch of Roman scene, “1907” 

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed pencil sketch of 
Roman scene measuring 7" 
x 11 1/2" shows NO rips or 
tears. Sketch features 
artist's signature "Adolf 
Hitler" and "1907" in the 
upper right hand corner. ”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: This work must 
be made by an unknown 
artist. An unknown forger 
added a fake Hitler signature
to it. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-677-c-b0d4f30999
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678 – Pencil sketch of farm yard, “1908”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed pencil sketch of 
farm yard measures 9" x 8" 
and shows NO rips or tears. 
Sketch features artist's 
signature "Adolf Hitler" and 
"1908" in the lower right 
hand corner. ”

Start price $ 275. 
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks  with “Adolf Hitler”. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-vo-678-c-5224074ada
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679 – Pencil portrait of seated full length nude man, “1908” 

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil portrait of seated full 
length nude man measures 
11" x 16" and features Adolf 
Hitler signature in the lower 
right hand corner. Left side
 of portrait features 
unreadable dedication and
 is dated 1908.”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: True maker 
unknown.  The work is 
signed twice; a typical over 
the top forger's habit. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-679-c-297457e85e
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680 – Two pencil portraits middle-aged women, “1908”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Two unframed pencil 
portraits featuring middle-
aged women, one measures 
11" x 12" and the other 
measures 10" x 12". Both 
feature Adolf Hitler 
signature and are dated 
1908 in the lower right
 hand corner.”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: The  signatures 
proves  that these works are 
definitely not made by Hitler. 
He never signed his artworks
with “Adolf Hitler”.
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Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-680-c-a94412facc
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681 – Pencil portrait of full length nude woman, “1908 (?)”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil portrait of full length 
nude women [sic!] measures 
11" x 18" and features Adolf 
Hitler signature. Left side of 
portrait features unreadable 
dedication. ”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler. 
He never signed his artworks  
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-681-c-b454230abd
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682 – Pencil portrait of elderly woman, “1908”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil portrait of older 
women [sic!] measures 9" x 
11" and features Adolf Hitler 
signature and date "1908" to 
lower right hand corner.”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler. 
He never signed his artworks 
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mertschins-682-c-db043eca26
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683 – Pencil portrait of full length nude woman, “1908”
 

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil portrait of full length 
nude women [sic!] measures 
11" x 13" and features Adolf 
Hitler signature and date 
"1908" to lower right hand 
corner. Left side of portrait 
features unreadable 
dedication.”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler. 
He never signed his artworks 
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-683-c-899449ab55
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684 – NSDAP organizational chart by Hitler, “1925”

Description by auctioneer: “Large colored pencil drawing of Adolf Hitler's plan
for the initial organization of the NSDAP. Drawing shows NO rips or tears, 
measures 21" x 18" and features Hitler dedication and signature in the lower 
right hand corner and is dated 1925. Includes typed NSDAP memorandum 
ordering all party members to direct all their energy to this endeavor. Letter is 
dated 6 May 1925.”  Start price $ 275. 

Comment: style of handwriting (much space between the words) and brown 
spots point to Kujau. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-684-c-f9b4f3dbdf
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685 – Pencil drawing of Adolf Hitler's family tree, “1926”

Description by auctioneer: “pencil drawing of Adolf Hitler's family tree from 
1796 to 1926. Drawing shows NO rips or tears, measures 11" x 15" and features 
Hitler dedication and signature in the lower right hand corner and is dated 
1926.”

Start price $ 275. 

Note accompanying the “family tree”.
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Comment: style of handwriting (much space between the words)  points to 
Kujau – or one of his copycats. 

Hitler never showed any interest in his ancestry – which makes this family tree 
even more suspect. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-685-c-93a4be7b55
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686 – Drawing of emperors Wilhelm I and Franz-Joseph, “1915”, plus 
second drawing. 

Description by auctioneer: “Pencil drawing of Kaiser Wilhelm I wearing field 
grey Field Marshal's uniform with Austrian general. Drawing shows NO rips or 
tears, measures 10" x 13" and features Hitler dedication and signature in the 
lower right hand corner and is dated 1915. Included is a second pencil drawing 
measuring 11" x 14" featuring a portrait of an officer with Hitler dedication and 
1915 date. ”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: this work is signed “Adolf Hitler”, which brands it as a fake. That's one
thing. But what's even stranger, is the fact that the auctioneer apparently didn't 
recognize the second figure as emperor Franz-Joseph of Austria. 

The second drawing in this lot is unfortunately not depicted in the online 
catalog.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
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has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-686-c-4944828a2c
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687 – Watercolor city scene with trees, “1913'

Description by auctioneer: 
“Matted watercolor features 
city scene with trees 
showing NO rips or tears and
measures 14" x 10". Lower 
right hand corner features 
Adolf Hitler signature along 
with "1913". Lower left hand
corner and reverse has 
unreadable pencil 
dedication. ”

Start price $ 275. 
Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler.
He never signed his art-
works  with “Hitler Adolf”
 

Text on cardboard mounting.
Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-687-c-9134a7c9a8
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688 – Pencil portrait of Landsknecht, “1908”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil portrait of Lands-
knecht (European mercenary 
soldiers of the late 15th and 
16th Century) measures
4 1/2 x 7" and features
Adolf Hitler signature and 
date "1908" to lower right 
hand corner.”

Start price $ 190. 
Sold for $ 190 (plus fees).

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler. 
He never signed his artworks  
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”
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https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-688-c-f2c46778a3
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689 – Watercolor of a residential area, “1913”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed watercolor of a 
residential area showing NO 
rips or tears and measures 
13" x 10". Lower right hand 
corner features Adolf Hitler 
signature along with the date 
"1936".”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment:  The year on the 
work is clearly “1913', not 
“1936”.  Even though the work
is correctly signed with “A. 
Hitler”, the signature doesn't 
resemble the signatures on 
believed to be authentic 
Hitlers. The hand is also 
completely different. 

But at least the forger has 
made some effort to produce 
a fake that's more than just a 
fantasy work.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-689-c-030487db70
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690 – Pencil portrait of older woman, “1908” 

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil portrait of older 
women [sic!] measures 11" x 
12" and features Adolf Hitler 
signature and date "1908" to 
lower right hand corner. ”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler. 
He never signed his artworks  
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-690-c-8074979901
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691 – Pencil sketch of three nudes, “1907”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed pencil sketch of 
three nudes measures 10" x 
13" shows NO rips or tears. 
Sketch features artist's 
signature "Adolf Hitler" and 
"1907" in the lower right 
hand corner.”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler. 
He never signed his artworks  
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-691-c-c584fa6a84
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692 – Watercolor Bavarian Countryside with stream, “1905”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Watercolor features 
Bavarian Countryside with 
stream. Painting shows NO 
rips or tears and measures 
12" x 8". Lower portion 
features Hitler signature
 and is dated 1905.”

Start price $ 275. 
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler.
He never signed his artworks
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-692-c-c8b488f88a
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694 - Watercolor painting castle ruins, “1914(?)”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Watercolor painting 
features castle ruins and 
matting with dedication. 
Painting shows NO rips or 
tears and measures 8" x 6 
1/2" (without matting). 
Lower right hand corner 
features Hitler signature.”

Start price $ 275. 
Sold for $ 500 (plus fees).

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler.
He never signed his artworks
with “Adolf Hitler”.

It seems that the original 
signature has been painted 
over with the grey rocks, on 
which the fake signature was
painted.

Text on cardboard mount,. The year seems to be '14, for 1914.  
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Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-694-c-9ff4273aa5
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695 – Pencil drawing of a neoclassical building.

Description by auctioneer: 
“Lot features a pencil 
drawing of a neoclassical 
building. Drawings show NO 
rips or tears and measures 
17" x 12". Lower part of 
drawing features Adolf 
Hitler signature and is
 dated 1908.”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler.
He never signed his artworks
with “Adolf Hitler”

This is a bad copy of two sketches Hitler made for his youth friend August 
Kubizek in 1906 (Price 28, on the left).
Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-695-c-0df4cdeab4
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696 – Watercolor Neuschwanstein Castle, “1908”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed watercolor of 
Neuschwanstein castle in 
Bavaria shows NO rips or 
tears and measures 8" x 10". 
Lower right hand corner 
features green Adolf Hitler 
signature along with "1908".”

Start price $ 275. 
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler.
He never signed his artworks
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-696-c-7a54f07a64
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697 – Pencil sketch of church in Braunau am Inn, “1915”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Unframed pencil sketch of 
church in Braunau am Inn, 
Austria shows one minor 
tear to top edge and 
measures 12 1/2" x 10". 
Sketch features dedication 
and Adolf Hitler signature 
along with the date "1915". 
Lot also includes an official 
letter "of authentication" 
from the Central Office of the
NSDAP listing the pencil 
sketch and title "View of the 
tower of the Stephen dome, 
Braunau on Inn.”

Start price $ 275. 

Comment: The  signature 
proves  that this work is 
definitely not made by Hitler.
He never signed his artworks
with “Adolf Hitler”

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-697-c-30943dcace
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698 – Pencil sketch various images of Adolf Hitler and national eagle

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil sketch features 
various images of Adolf 
Hitler and national eagle 
with "Adolf Hitler" to upper 
left hand corner. Single sheet 
features five different head 
sketches of Hitler wearing 
visor and one without. 
Sketch measures 10" x 13 
1/2" and features "Eva 
Braun" signature to bottom 
center.”

Start price $ 275. 

This lot was originally titled by the 
auctioneer: “Adolf Hitler Attributed...”, as
still can be seen on the screenshot of the
index page of the online auction catalog 
(on the right) , and in the URL itself 
(https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-
hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-698-
c-7484b83845 ). After we asked Mr. Thies 
why this work was attributed to Mr. 
Hitler, he changed it into “Eva Braun 
Attributed.” He didn't say “Thank you”, 
though. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
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has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-698-c-7484b83845
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699 – Three pencil sketches various religious figures, “1908/1909”

Description by auctioneer: 
“three pencil sketches 
featuring various religious 
figures measuring 10" x 7", 
8" x 9" and 11 1/2" x 8 1/2". 
Each has Adolf Hitler 
signature in the lower right 
hand corner along with the 
date "1908"and "1909".”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: Drawings made 
by unknown artist, on which 
a forger added fake Hitler 
signatures. 
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Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-699-c-5b648b48e9
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700 – Pencil sketch features image of Prussian Hussar, “1914”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Pencil sketch features image
of Prussian Hussar with 
Black Eagle Order Breast star
and shows no rips or tears. 
Sketch is mounted on brown 
hard stock and measures 5" x
7". Lower right hand corner 
features Adolf Hitler 
signature along with "1914"”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: Drawing made by
unknown artist, on which a 
forger added two forged 
Hitler signatures (the second 
one on the mounting). 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-700-c-b1a411cbbc
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701 –Watercolor features ancient stone gate, “1909”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Matted watercolor features 
ancient stone gate with 
religious figures passing 
through. Watercolor shows 
NO rips or tears and 
measures 9" x 12" with 
matting. Lower right hand 
corner features Adolf Hitler 
signature along with "1909". 
Lower left hand corner and 
reverse has unreadable 
pencil dedication..”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: Again, a pure 
fantasy fake. 

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-701-c-dba428aa97
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702 – Watercolor country mountain landscape and lake, “1925”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Matted watercolor features 
country mountain landscape 
and lake showing NO rips or 
tears and measures 4" x 3" 
without matting. Lower right 
hand corner features Adolf 
Hitler signature along with 
"1925". Lower left hand 
corner and reverse has 
unreadable pencil 
dedication.”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-702-c-a0f45abae9
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703 – Watercolor  King Ludwig on his boat, “1908(?)”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Watercolor painting 
features King Ludwig on his 
boat in a grotto. Painting 
shows NO rips or tears and 
measures 12" x 9". Lower 
right hand corner features 
Adolf Hitler signature and is 
dated 1908.”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-703-c-3894e09ac3
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704 – Painting features lakeside Bavarian home with trees

Description by auctioneer: 
“Painting features lakeside 
Bavarian home with trees 
showing NO rips or tears
 and measures 16" x 20". 
Lower right hand corner 
features Adolf Hitler 
signature and date 1911.”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-704-c-2074c87981
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705 - Painting features middle aged man, “München 1913”

Description by auctioneer:
“Painting features middle 
aged man showing NO rips 
or tears and measures 20" x 
24". Lower right hand 
corner features Adolf Hitler 
signature and date 1914.”

Start price $ 275.

Comment: The signature 
prove and the work itself 
prove this work is a fake. 
Hitler never made oil 
painting and never signed 
his artworks with “Hitler 
Adolf”.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-705-c-36743409f2
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706 –  Painting lakeside Bavarian town with trees

Description by auctioneer:
“Framed painting features 
lakeside Bavarian town
 with trees showing NO
 rips or tears and 
measures 18" x 22". Lower 
right hand corner features 
Adolf Hitler signature..”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-706-c-68b403c91c
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707 – Painting lakeside Bavarian home with trees, “1907”

Description by auctioneer: 
“Painting features lakeside 
Bavarian home with trees 
showing NO rips or tears 
and measures 24" x 20". 
Lower right hand corner 
features Adolf Hitler 
signature.”

Start price $ 275.
Sold for $ 275 (plus fees).

Comment: The signature 
proves that this work is a 
fake. Hitler never signed his 
artworks with “Adolf Hitler”.

Disclaimer by auctioneer: “There has been much controversy and confusion regarding the authenticity of Hitler paintings recently which 
has resulted in the confiscation of fake or dubious works offered as originals by the German police. We therefore do not wish to express an 
opinion on the paintings and drawings offered in this auction and sell them as "attributed to Adolf Hitler" which means that authorship 
cannot be guaranteed even if the work of art bears an Adolf Hitler signature. The collection includes a large variety of Hitler attributed works 
and some might well be originals. However due to the accuracy of reproductions, we cannot guarantee the authenticity and authorship of the 
pieces from the Mertschinsky - Collection offered at auction and have priced them as if they were reproductions. We invite all potential 
buyers to make up their own opinion and bid accordingly.”

https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/adolf-hitler-attributed-from-the-schulze-von-mert-707-c-29245cb9f0
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Terms and Conditions [by auctioneer]

1. Thies Militaria Auctions, LLC (henceforth "auction house"), represented by the
primary partner, Andreas Thies, along with the VA licensed auctioneer, Michael 
Everett (#2907004286), will sell the lots offered via the Invaluable auction 
platform on behalf of consignor or consignors. (…)

2. Authenticity and Return Policy: It is the responsibility of the bidder to 
carefully read the description and review the photographs. If additional 
information or images are required, please contact us by phone/mail. The 
auction house guarantees the authenticity of all items, excluding those marked 
as reproductions or repaired. Legitimate claims against a purchased item's 
authenticity must be submitted no later than seven days after receipt of the 
item(s). Returns must be discussed with the auction house prior to being 
returned. Although we offer a condition guide within the catalogue to help 
customers determine quality in tandem with our photographs and descriptions, 
if you require additional information/photographs, please contact us by phone 
or email. All items are sold in their stated condition ("as is") at the time of 
bidding. Any return request submitted on the grounds of condition will not be 
accepted. Returns of any kind will not be accepted after accounts have been 
settled with the consignor(s), 30 calendar days from the close of the auction. All 
return requests must be submitted by the original bidding customer of the 
auction; any return requests submitted by a third party (such as a customer of 
the original bidder) will not be accepted under any circumstances.

(…) 

9. Disclosure: To protect the public with respect to all of our customers, our 
company is committed to the utmost care and prudence in dealing with 
contemporary historical items from the era of the Third Reich. Our company 
does not seek to glorify any aspect of the Third Reich. We do not endorse 
fascism, racism, or fundamentalism of any kind, nor the atrocities committed by 
the Nazi Regime. The depicted items from the Third Reich serve only the 
purposes of civic information, defense of unconstitutional efforts, art, science, 
research or teaching, and current affairs or history, and are auctioned merely as 
artifacts.

If you are a customer who resides in Germany, by accessing our online catalogue 
you agree to the above in accordance with (§§ 86 a, 86 StGB). Our company 
accepts bids only from those German citizens who are committed to strict 
compliance of this statute. Similarly, if you are a customer who resides in a 
country with statutes restricting the purchase, sale, shipment, import, 
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possession, etc. of these historical items, you agree that you are solely 
responsible for knowing and complying with the laws of your government.

10. Legal Information: The licensed and bonded auctioneer complies fully with 
all laws and regulations set forth by the Auctioneer's Board of the State of 
Virginia. The auction house, its agents, the auctioneer, or the owner of any rented
facilities shall not be held liable to any person for damages to their person or 
property while in, on, our about the auction house premises or rented facilities, 
nor shall they be held liable for any defects. All persons are on the premises at 
their own risk and shall defend, indemnify, and save the auction house, its 
agents, the auctioneer, and/or the owner of any rented facilities from any and all 
liability whatsoever. The laws and regulations of the State of Virginia and the 
United States shall apply for all legal proceedings between the customer and 
auction house or the customer and auctioneer, even if the litigation is conducted 
abroad.”

Go to index
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Conclusion

There's  no  evidence  at  all  for  the  authenticity  of  any  of  the  “Adolf  Hitler
attributed” objects from the Wolfgang von Mertschinsky collection.  Almost all
artworks are pure fantasy and don't even even resemble the limited number of
artworks Adolf Hitler really made. Regarding the “paintings”: Hitler only made
watercolors (or better said: with watercolor colored in drawings) all depicting
Viennese and Munich cityscapes, all made in 1910-1914 – with one exception, a
“watercolor of a building in Linz, 1906”. His drawings were very clumsy – far
worse than most of the “Hitler” drawings offered on this auction.
 
Wolfgang Schulze von Mertschinsky must have worked with more forgers than
just Kujau: as most of the “Hitlers” at this auction seem not to be made by Kujau.

Marc-Oliver  Boger,  the  leading  Konrad  Kujau  expert  stated  about  the  Von-
Mertschinsky “Hitler's” on this auction: “An estimated 80% originate from Kujau.
The majority of the oil paintings were made by other forgers. All objects with
letters from the NSDAP are certainly from Kujau.”11

Part of the works were once made by “nomal” artists. Forgers, including Kujau,
upgraded the works by merely painting or writing a fake Hitler signature on
them. But in doing so, they made a typical silly forger's mistake, by signing it
with  “Adolf  Hitler”  in  stead  of  “A.  Hitler”  –  the  way  Hitler  used  to  sign  his
artworks.
  
The auctioneer, by selling the works in the USA as “Adolf Hitler attributed”, is
walking on very thin ice. For the only one attributing these fakes to Hitler is the
auctioneer himself.  By acting in this way he might avoid legal action from the
German authorities, but in doing so it becomes very obvious that Mr. Thies is not
necessarily a kosher auctioneer.

Long term danger

Even though all these “Adolf Hitler attributed” are offered with a clear disclaimer,
and Thies explicitly states that the authenticity is not guaranteed, this will not
prevent that these “Hitlers” will be resold in the future as “authentic”.
 
    
Go to index

11 Marc-Oliver Boger. E-mail to Bart FM Droog, 22-09-2020; 10:13 hrs.
Boger is the owner of the Kujau Kabinett, a museum dedicated to Konrad Kujau. Located in Bietigheim-Bissingen, 
near Stuttgart; https://www.kujau-kabinett.de/
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Aftermath

Of the fifty-seven lots from the Von Mertschinsky only twenty-one were sold, for
a total of $ 6,615 (($ 8,334.90 with 26% of fees, without shipping).

As the expected revenue was $ 12,000, this part of the auction can be considered
as a failure.  

    
Go to index
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The US Thies 'Hitlers' are probably stored in Germany

As has been stated in the introduction, Thies Military Auctions offered earlier
this year forty-seven obvious fake Hitlers. We contacted the company in the US,
and we received a reply from Mr. Andreas Thies, from Germany. 

He wrote, a.o.:
 
“I still have about 300 [alleged Hitler] works from the Mertschinsky collection
and would be happy to receive you to have you look at them. It would be very
interesting  to  publish  all  these  fakers  activities  in  a  book  to  protect  future
buyers.”12

From this can be deduced that the Hitlers offered by Mr. Thies via a United States
based online auction house, are stored in Germany, in a warehouse in or near
Kirchheim unter Teck, in Landkreis Esslingen, Baden-Württemberg.

Thies wrotes us too, regarding the “Hitlers” he was selling in April 2020, and
were partially made by Konrad Kujau13: “We did not feel that the attribution of
certain works to Kujau is justified since this would oblige us to guarantee this
attribution and the subject is certainly still open to research. My education as an
art historian teaches me that scientific research and solid proof can never be
replaced by the expression of an opinion only.”

Go to index

12 Andreas Thies, e-mail to Bart FM Droog, 16-06-2020, 12:16 hrs. 
13 The “Hitlers” offered at the April auction, originated from the Mertschinsky collection. Wolfgang Schulze von 

Mertschinsky was the American agent of the german forger Konrad Kujau. See: Jaap van den Born and Bart FM 
Droog. Report on the 47 alleged 'Hitlers' from the Schulze von Mertschinsky collection auctioned by Thies Military 
Auctions, Fredericksburg, USA, April 16, 2020. Droog Magazine, Eenrum, 16-06-2020.
https://www.droog-mag.nl/hitler/2020/report-on-auction-of-hitlers-from-schulze-von-mertschinsky-collection.pdf
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Appendix 1 – Addresses Thies in USA and Germany    

Thies Militaria Auctions, LLC
September 21, 2020, 11:00 AM EST
Fredericksburg, VA, US
1211 Caroline Street
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401
USA
Tel. (+1) 540 - 424 - 1338
e-mail: thiesauctions@gmail.com
www.militariaauctions.net 

Auktionshaus Andreas Thies eK
Steingaustrasse 18
73230 Kirchheim unter Teck

Telefon: 0 70 22 / 3 66 66 oder 0 70 21 / 48 40 50
Mobil: 0171/ 2 66 27 81
Telefax: 0 70 21 / 48 40 52
E-Mail: afthies@t-online.de

www.andreas-thies.de 

Handelsregister: HRA1789, Amtsgericht Stuttgart
Umsatzsteuer-Identifikationsnummer: DE-813698476
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Appendix 2 – E-mail by Andreas Thies, 16-06-2020

From: afthies@t-online.de 
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 12:15 PM
To: Bart FM Droog 
Subject: Re: Possibility to react on report on Thies auction with paintings and drawings allegedly made by 
Adolf Hitler (1889-1945)
 
Dear Mr. Droog, 
 
I find your article very interesting but you put us in the wrong light.
We have been fighting against fakes and forgery’s for many years and unlike all other auction 
houses guarantee authenticity of our items in our conditions of business  unless otherwise stated. 
I cannot see how we could have made our serious doubt and concern on authenticity of the 
Mertschinsky items more clear than with the comment we put with each lot. 
We did not feel that the attribution of certain works to Kujau is justified since this would oblige us 
to guarantee this attribution and the subject is certainly still open to research. My education as an 
art historian teaches me that scientific research and solid proof can never be replaced by the 
expression of an opinion only.
We picked up your remark though in a newsletter we sent out to all registered customers before 
that auction saying that indeed many of these works might be by Konrad Kujau and whatever they 
are certainly worth what we estimated them at . If nothing else they are very interesting to study 
Kujaus work.
We recently were  the first auction house to describe Allach figures with post war Colour painting 
as such (Repainted) and changed the awareness for those almost overnight .
My publication on fake award documents of the higher grades of the Knights Cross ( auction 
catalog 64) based on Frieda Thiersch’s and Gerdy Troost’s archive made these fakes disappear from
the market almost instantly.
 
I therefore find the conclusion you express at the end of your article very misleading and ask you 
to alter it.
I am one of only very few truly  knowledgeable   experts  on high end 3rd Reich items and my 
integrity and reputation is widely acknowledged. 
I still have about 300 works from the Mertschinsky collection and would be happy to receive you to
have you look at them. It would be very interesting to publish all these fakers activities in a book to
protect future buyers.
Do you know Petra Cichos‘s book on the subject?
Also I have a „Hitler“ Watercolour from a private source in France which I think is original.
Lastly in my archive I have a number of drawings that are copies of originals by Hitler done by art 
students during the 3rd Reich. They have some most interesting remarks on techniques written on 
the reverse.
Let‘s join forces to stop these criminal activities so widely practiced in the world of arts and 
antiques and especially 3rd Reich collectibles.
I expect your feedback before your publication and hope you will not force me to persue this 
legally. I can and will not tolerate anyone questioning my integrity.
 
Best Wishes 
AndreasThies 
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	Description by auctioneer: “pencil drawing of Adolf Hitler's family tree from 1796 to 1926. Drawing shows NO rips or tears, measures 11" x 15" and features Hitler dedication and signature in the lower right hand corner and is dated 1926.”

Start price $ 275.
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